


Trail Guides provides an on-the-ground perspective, 
aiding potential visitors in discovering the best of 
US National Parks and preparing with confidence, 
as well as increasing recognition and engagement 
with America's protected lands.

PROJECT OVERVIEW



This was a 4-week client-focused project created 
within a senior user experience design course at 
Simon Fraser University (IAT 438).

PROJECT CONTEXT

Developing product strategy, journey mapping, 
research, conducting user interviews, and leading 
product UI, interactions, and prototypes.

Tools: Sketch, Illustrator, Principal, Photoshop, 
Keynote, Premier, and After Effects.

MY ROLE



Decrease in Visitation Per Capita Since 1987

NPS BUSINESS PROBLEM National park visitation is about 20% less than it 
was in 1987. As a share of the population, park 
visitation has gradually declined almost ever since.
Shawn Regan, Property and Environment Research Centre

When nearly one in four Americans are under the 
age of 18, most park visitors are older… if we were a 
business, we’d be out of business in the long term.
Jonathan Jarvis, National Park Services Director



SCOPING DOWN 
THE PROBLEM

LOW ON THE TREE

ADVOCATE FOR CONSERVATION

INSPIRE PARK SUPPORTERS

INCREASE PARK RECOGNITION

INCREASE PARK VISITATION



Encourage new visitation to national parks and 
allow our audience to make their own conclusions 
about the importance of the National Park Service.

Reduce frictions and complexity in learning about 
a national park, understanding how to prepare for 
a visit, and planning a trip.

Building confidence in potential first-time visitors 
as they begin planning while sparking a sense of 
anticipation for their destination.

PROJECT GOALS



DESIGN DECISIONS
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RICH SEARCH RESULT

Since the micro-moments when potential visitors look-up 
destinations are brief, and search results are crowded, we 
understood the need to make an impression on our audience. 

Using Google's Rich Search Cards, we created an enticing 
result that appears when our persona searches geographic 
locations and activities related to a national park. 



Users can also choose to view 
other trails related to the park.

Google’s Rich Result Card format 
allows users to capture attention 
amongst other results, introduce the 
National Park Service brand, and 
preview park locations.

Results appear when users search 
park names, trails, and also activities 
and location related to a park.



SURFACING RELEVANT 
INFORMATION QUICKLY

Upon landing, our solution surfaces a preview of the 
route and key information so our audience is able to 
immediately gauge if a trail is worth learning more 
about without spending too much time. 



A map preview provides a visual 
overview of the park trail and 
encourages further exploration.

Additional park information that 
may impact planning a trip. 

Key information helps users decide 
if the trail is appropriate for them.



AN 'ON-THE-GROUND' PERSPECTIVE

An interactive trail allows users to explore interesting 
lookout points along the way. Each point includes 
personable insights and relevant information for the user.

Users can switch between the maps and first-person video/
360-degree content allow our audience to get a feel for the 
trail to combat uncertainty while building anticipation.



Current lookout

Interactive trail

Lookout description

Switch views

First-person 
video and 
360 content

Switch views

Trail insights





PERSONABLE INSIGHTS 
AND EXPERT ADVICE

We leverage the personal expertise and credibility of 
Park Rangers as a metaphor for creating consumable 
and conversational insights. 

These appear as the user moves through the trail and 
help to reduce feelings of uncertainty for our persona.

Ranger’s Insight: Due to it’s elevation, Na Ala Hele is 
much less crowded than similar view points, making 
it a pleasant place for a picnic.   

Trail Conditions: Uneven terrain, heavy vegetation, 
and rough grass line this leg of the trail. 

Suggested Gear: Sturdy all-weather boots, 
a water-proof jacket, and light layers.

Weather: (Rainforest) Cool and humid; (Crater) 
Warm with strong winds. Abrupt changes in 
temperature (10-15 degrees). 

Photo Op: Na Ala Hele sits at the trail’s highest 
elevation. From here you’ll get a spectacular view 
of Kilauea’s volcanic activity.

Elevation Gain: Gradual incline (470 meters) to the 
viewpoint.

Heads Up: Vegetation covers most of this leg of 
the trail. Be careful as you cross deep cracks which 
opened up during the collapse of the Kilauea Iki 
Crater 500 years ago.   



BRIDGING THE HOME 
AND PARK EXPERIENCE

Users can save trails, recommended items, and lookouts 
to Google Trips, a service that allows travellers to save 
plans and maps offline for later.



STRATEGY + PROCESS



We conducted interviews and observation with 
individuals that had either visited a park, regularly 
visit parks, or have an interest in outdoor activities. 

With this data, we were able to construct three 
personas, as well as capture many of our persona’s 
initial insights and frictions

USER INTERVIEWS 
AND OBSERVATIONS11



HOPEFUL EXPLORER

An individual that seeks out 
opportunities to change up their 
normal routine. They’re open to 
trying new experiences, but want 
to feel prepared before doing so. 
They may already take part in 
casual local outdoor activities.

Primary Persona
Affordable yet meaningful activities they can 
enjoy with others.

Details regarding their potential destinations 
and whether or not they would find these 
National Parks appealing.

Guidance on what to expect and how to 
prepare when visiting a new National Park.

  

NEEDS PAINS

Uncertain about which National Park trails are 
the appropriate difficulty for them or their 
hiking companions.

Finding information about parks and trails 
online is often arduous.

Anxious about what supplies, equipment, or 
attire is appropriate or necessary.

  

Taking part in a variety of new and interesting 
activities with their friends or family.

Capturing meaningful moments and sharing 
those memories with others.

Finding the most spectacular areas and other 
hidden gems located in the park.

GOALS BEHAVIORS

Comfortable with physical activity and has a 
desire to maintain an active lifestyle.

Takes advantage of time-off to travel or break 
away from their normal routine.

Naturally curious and finds confidence in 
seeking out information before taking part in 
new activities or making purchases.

  



PRE-TRIP AT PARK POST-PARK

STAGES

EMOTIONS

ACTIONS

ENTICE ENTER ENGAGE EXIT EXTEND

MICRO-MOMENT

THOUGHTS I wonder what the park 

and trails are like.

Wow, there’s a lot to 

consider, and I’m not sure 

where to start or what I 

need.

A weekend trip sounds 

fun, but there’s a lot of 

planning and supplies to 

take into account. 

Made it! But, I don’t have 

data here. I should have 

printed out maps at home.

This place is breathtaking! 

It’s also more crowded 

than I imagined. Maybe I 

should have done a 

different trail.

I hope there isn’t too much 

traffic, I’m exhausted.

I’m disappointed that this 

trip is over, but I’m also 

tired and ready to get back 

home.

Wow, my friend’s photos 

from their trip to Mt. 

Rainer look amazing.

I think I have everything I 

need. I can’t wait to finally 

get there!

I’m back to my normal 

schedule and I have so 

much to unpack.

These photos I took were 

great; I can’t wait to share 

them!

My friends will love these 

photos. I can’t wait to tell 

everyone about the great 

time I had.

Search online to learn 

more

Begin planning trip Finalize dates and 

necessary purchases

Arrive at destination and 

enter park

Explore park and trails Travel homeComplete trails and exits 

park

Become aware of park Depart from home and 

travel to park

Arrive home and begin 

unpacking

Review photos and reflect 

on trip

Share photos with others

TOUCHPOINTS Maps, YouTube vlogs, 

reviews, Travel Guides.

NPS website, online/local 

retailers

Park grounds, staff,

signage, Rangers,

visitor centers

Park grounds, staff,

signage, Rangers,

visitor centers

Trails, signage, rangers,

fellow visitors

Word-of-mouth, Facebook, 
and Instagram.

NPS website and 

top search results.

Photos and videos Social media, word-of-

mouth

Visitor Journey Map



Conducts curious and broad 
searches online to learn more about 

a park or related activity.

I-WANT-TO-KNOW

Begins planning a trip through in-depth 
research and starts to think about logistics 

(transport, supplies, dates, etc.) 

I-WANT-TO-GO

Bridges these two moments by pairing an 
explorative experience of being on the park trail 

with clear and actionable information. 

OUR INTERVENTION

Micro-Moment Intervention



Product Value Proposition

360° content, first-person video, and 
an interactive route allows people to 

explore trails and pique their curiosity.

Relevant and important information 
surfaces quickly and conveniently in 

consumable chunks. 

Personal and credible insights from 
the expertise of a Nation Park Ranger 

provides clarity and confidence. 

EXPERIENTIAL

An ‘on-the-ground’ perspective 
and sense of being at the park.

INFORMATIVE

First-person insights, expert 
advice, and tips on how to prepare.



VALUE FOR STAKEHOLDERS

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Reduces frictions for first-time and 
beginner audiences interested in visiting a 
national park.

Increases recognition for lesser known 
parks and trails surfaced through broad 
searches.

Strengthens the moment of enticement for 
prospective visitors.   

AUDIENCE

First-person insights, expert advice, and 
tips on how to prepare provide confidence 
and clarity for new visitors.

An on-the-ground perspective allows for 
curious exploration and informed decision 
making.

Park information surfaces through 
consumable pieces, reducing friction and 
streamlining initial research.

GOOGLE

Builds upon Google’s growing travel 
eco-system, including Google Trips and 
Google Destinations.

National Parks Service provides credible 
content for nearly 60 major non-urban 
destinations.

Data related to the audience’s travel 
interests and activity preferences. 



PASSIVE

ACTIONABLE

I-WANT-TO-KNOW I-WANT-TO-GO

Google Arts + Culture

Google Maps Treks

Google Destinations

US National 
Parks Website

Google Trips

Our Intervention

Google Voyageur

Competitor Analysis





ITERATION2



Localization considerations 
User-generated content
Fleshing out Google Trips integration
Unifying desktop experience

MOVING FORWARD



THANK YOU


